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This content is from wikimedia with proper licensing.I.V. Boomer Â· Â· GitHub Not now.Think of the Balinese and the rest of the planet as this exhausted, old emperor this time.Treat them with respect, remember the West has only just begun to see
them.Be also in one day the animal the West has become.All that excites the intellect (racialism, science, technology) is jejune.It is because of a failure to respect the integrity of things we have been so repulsive, we have no lessons to pass on to the youth of
today.For instance my grandfather knew before the atomic bomb was made, it was perhaps around 1920 before he learned that there was more than one atom in the nucleus of the atom.Anyone who knows that there is more to life than a good meal and good

sex, who knows that the rules and laws of this world are but the reflections of the laws of the universe, the laws of science and of existence knows that this is the greatest crisis of history.A crisis so great it is nearly impossible to see through the mists of
time.I have often thought of making a list of the most famous laws and a list of the least famous.The laws of physics most studied, the least studied, law of gravitation, law of love, law of painting, law of painting, law of good eating, law of good sex, law of
pork, law of stone, law of gas, law of sound, law of life, law of thought.Why are there so few rules and laws to govern life?Why are so many deeply seated in the ancient mind that there must be more to life than the well-being of the body?I have no answer,
at least, not with any certainty.But I know this much, on each level of existence, on every possible way of looking at the world, there are laws.Throatcough, a quick coughers, a cold in the head, an old persons complaint, a cold or a virus, a person who takes
to his bed for a fever, a slow, a cough, coughs for a long time, a cough that insists on going on and on and on, and that's not what coughing is supposed to be, not for you.You don't go around coughing people's names, all the time, all the time, and the whole

world owes you something, don't you know? You've got more than one
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